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Ryan Dech

BKIN-Human Kinetics
The DPSC, HPC, and EPL all
provided excellent learning
environments, where very often
independence was given and critical
thinking and problem solving was

Dr. Paul Schwann Centre for
Applied Health and Research, U of R
Exercise Physiology Lab and U of R
High Performance Centre
Regina, SK

required. I had the privilege to work
individually with clients, help design
programs for several populations,
complete personally driven projects,
learn how to administer health
assessments, and aid in occupational
testing. All of these experiences have
helped shape me and will greatly

In my time at the Dr Paul Schwann Centre (DPSC), High
Performance Centre (HPC), and Exercise Physiology Lab (EPL), I
learned many things and became a well-rounded individual with a
much stronger working knowledge of applied physiology. The DPSC
provides health service through exercise (therapy) to a large breadth
of clientele, while the HPC focuses on the development of high
performance athletes through physiologically driven methods of
training (based on published literature), and the EPL acts as a body
to drive research in many areas of physiology, ranging from neurophysiology to cardiovascular physiology, and beyond. The staff and
supervisors made the experience incredibly valuable. I had the
opportunity to grow in many different ways, learning new skills and
improving foundations I had started through my coursework.

affect the way I will approach tasks
and operate in the work force in the
future.

-Ryan Dech
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Abby (Hodgins) Wolfe
BKIN, Health Promotion & Human Kinetics

Alzheimer Society of Saskatchewan

The Alzheimer Society of Saskatchewan (ASOS) is the
province’s leading dementia care and research charity.
Since 1982, ASOS has been dedicated to providing help
for people with Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias
and their caregivers. ASOS provides information,
awareness, advocacy, and support for research to find a
cause and cure. http://www.alzheimer.ca/saskatchewan/

“This placement has allowed me to

experience the practical application of my

health promotion training to address current
issues facing the province’s aging population.
-Abby Hodgins

Alpha Center Physiotherapy &
Rehabilitation
Regina, SK

During this summer semester, much of the work I have
undertaken is part of a federally funded, collective impact
project that focuses on reducing the social isolation of
seniors in the province. My work included undertaking an
environmental scan to build the knowledge base and gather
information about resources and stakeholders at both the
provincial and national levels. I have also been involved
with logistical and data management aspects of engaging
and stewarding Dementia Friends. Dementia Friends is an
initiative that aims to help people learn about dementia and
reduce the stigma that can be associated with it.
Additionally, I have worked on developing content for a
new public awareness campaign about the warning signs of
dementia.

Chantelle Rogowski, BKIN-Human Kinetics
“By taking my fieldwork at the Alpha Center, I
learned a substantial amount about anatomy,
rehabilitation, assessments, various exercises and various
injuries, which will benefit me in my future career. I
gained practical experience showing clients exercises and
advanced my communication skills by talking to each
client as they entered the clinic. I enjoyed my time at the
Alpha Center and learned more than I ever imagined.”

-Changelle Rogowski
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Griffin Koerth

Natasha Ivanochko

Toronto, ON

Giffin Koerth is a forensic engineering and science
consulting firm that provides expert opinion to legal,
insurance and law enforcement agencies. The biomechanics
team investigates a wide range of cases such as trips and
falls, motor vehicle collisions, and sport injuries. Through a
combination of on-site assessments and reviewing previous
research on the subject, the experts at Giffin Koerth help
determine the mechanisms of injury.
During her fieldwork placement, Natasha was involved in
both data collection and analysis. As part of her special
project, she had the opportunity to conduct independent
research examining the efficacy of different accelerometer
placements in measuring head accelerations.

BKIN, Human Kinetics

“While at the University of Regina I
learned the fundamentals of
biomechanics… at Giffin Koerth I
learned how to apply those principles in

real-world settings.”

-Natasha Ivanochoko

Sara Lautenslager
BKIN, Human Kinetics

Autism Resource Centre
Regina, SK

“Being able to not only work with a growing

population but to incorporate my passion of providing

The Autism Resource Centre (ARC) provides a
magnitude of program opportunities for adults aged
18-35 diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder.

opportunities for individuals with autism to get active

and learn that physical activity is fun is exactly what
I was looking for in my fieldwork placement”.
-Sara Lautenslager

Crescent Point Energy
Carlyle, SK

The Health Coordinator’s role involved doing ergonomic
assessments on over 100 employees (Oilfield Company),
discovering trends for musculoskeletal diseases in the
workspace, providing workout/rehab training programs,
promoting healthy choices in the workspace, identifying

Taralyn French

BKIN, Human Kinetics

psychological health and safety factors, and increasing
overall moral within the office.
3

–Taralyn French
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Courtside Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation, Regina, SK
Courtside Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation (CSMR) is a clinic that specializes in rehabilitation
programs for private clients, injured workers, individuals injured in motor vehicle accidents, and
insurance company sponsored clients. CSMR uses a wide range of tools, equipment, and methods to
help rehab the clients. They focus on an active functional approach to rehabilitation.

Josh Pollard

Orion Lonie

BKIN, Human Kinetics

BKIN, Human Kinetics

“My time at CSMR has been great! It has
provided me with many different learning

“The CSMR environment in which I worked was an

opportunities and has helped me to develop

excellent place for me to learn and put into practice

many of the major skills required to be an

my knowledge from university. After finishing my

effective professional in this field”.
-Josh Pollard

placement I feel better equipped for my future career
because of the knowledge and experience I attained.”
-Orion Lonie

Kyla Bassingthwaite
BKIN, Human Kinetics

I was able to lead and design my own POPAT/PARE

preparation class, help with occupational testing, design

and take clients through exercise programs, exercise and
test clients on the Cybex machine, perform health

assessments, use the Seca body scan machine, gain

knowledge in the function movement screening, lead and
design group stretches, and gain an understanding in
musculoskeletal injuries.
-Kyla Bassingthwaite

Dr. Paul Schwann Centre
Regina, SK

The Dr. Paul Schwann Centre offers a variety of programs to better the health, fitness and
overall wellness of clients. Some of the programs at the DPSC include cardiac rehabilitation,
exercise therapy, athlete rehabilitation, and occupational testing.
4
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Tasha Gray
BKIN, Human Kinetics

LifeMark Health Centre
Saskatoon, SK

LifeMark is a multidisciplinary rehabilitation
clinic with the majority of their clients coming
from SGI and WCB. The clinic deals various
different clients; they treat primary level but
also treat secondary, tertiary and long-term
disability clients with varying severity and
sites of injury.
During my experience I gained skills in identifying the biomechanics of common injuries and how to

adapt a program accordingly to help the person start to regain function. This experience will change how I
plan programs in the future as I can use this knowledge to give exercises to treat an injury to help prevent
the problem or help my own clients recover.

Sam Hendren
BKIN, Human Kinetics

–Tasha Gray

Level 10 Fitness
North Vancouver, BC

I have gained motivational and leadership skills and the

ability to help people accomplish their personal fitness goals.
I believe this experience has helped me gain not only

knowledge but it has made me grow as a person; it helped to
break me out of my shell and become a more confident
person.
-Sam Hendren

Level 10 is a health, wellness, high performance strength and conditioning facility. It is
home to many professional and non-professional athletes and sports teams. It is also
a facility that offers training for those who would like to improve their overall health
and fitness. They are a multidisciplinary facility offering personal training, strength
and conditioning, athletic therapy and physiotherapy.

Cody Biever

LG Fitness, Regina, SK

BKIN, Human Kinetics

LG Fitness offers a variety of services including private and semi-private
personal training, group classes, specialty classes, and nutrition consulting. My
role as a fieldwork student was to run fitness classes, personal train, and
perform front desk duties. LG Fitness provided me with an enjoyable and
informative work experience. As a personal trainer, my learning objectives
revolved around efficiency in program design, coaching, and cueing.
5
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The Co-operators Life Insurance Company
Regina, SK

The Assessment Coordinator’s role is to assist the Case Mangers
within the Disability Claims group, by helping arrange assessments,
participating in vocational serves. Some of the tasks include
creating and setting up referrals, opening and closing rehabilitation
case files, research, contacting claimants, employers and assessors,
reviewing reports attending home visits with the rehabilitation
team.

Jakaeden Frizzell
BKIN, Human Kinetics

From job-shadowing, to helping adjudicate claims, to
participating in rehabilitation planning and home visits,
the experiences gained will not only help the student
gain insight into the insurance claims world, but will
offer an alternate look into the rehabilitation
environment from the one received in school.

Aryn Volk
BKIN – Human Kinetics

Kaishan Aravinthan
BKIN – Human Kinetics

First Steps Wellness
Regina, SK

Level 10 Fitness

Carter Birch

Regina, SK

First Steps Wellness
Centre (FSWC) is a nonprofit organization
located in Regina,
Saskatchewan that
provides innovative
exercise-based recovery
methods to people with
spinal cord injury (SCI)
and other neuromuscular
conditions.

BKIN – Human Kinetics

“Level 10 has allowed me to apply my undergraduate
education under the supervision of knowledgeable
trainers. I feel confident in ability to program and
prescribe exercise due to my training with Level 10. The
variety in training styles and clientele was engaging and
presented myself with an opportunity to learn something
new every day.” – Kaishan Aravinthan
6

As a fieldwork student your responsibilities
include: aiding in transferring clients to and from
equipment, aiding exercise therapists with
clientele’s exercise programs, properly set up and
operation of specialized exercise equipment,
working with clients one on one, and working
towards student specific learning objects.
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Foothills Medical Centre & Alberta
Children’s Hospital

The Salvation Army
William Booth Special Care Home

Calgary AB

Regina, SK

“Administering assessments and creating

Brandie Magee

discharge recommendation plans was
extremely valuable and helped me develop

BSRS, Therapeutic Rec

Kaeleen Wanner
BSRS, Therapeutic Rec

an in-depth understanding of the
importance of leisure for patients and their
families”.
-Brandie Magee

“Being able to work alongside the CTRS and other
staff has allowed me to become fully prepared for a
profession in recreational therapy through
developing my skills in assessment, documentation,
program planning and implementation.”

-Kaeleen Wanner

Michaella Siourounis

Regina Lutheran Home
Eden Care
Emily Diede

BSRS, Therapeutic Rec

Youth Addiction Services
Calgary, AB

BSRS, Therapeutic Rec

Regina, SK

“YAS’s belief is that recreation is an
integral part to treatment that will
assist clients to lead a substance-free
life.”

-Michaella Siourounis
“I have gained confidence in my knowledge and skills as a Recreation Therapist. I’ve
developed the ability to connect with Elders and interact with them in a way that is
meaningful. I am able to successfully engage Elders in the leisure and recreation
pursuits that meet their goals and increase their quality of life.”

-Emily Diede

Extendicare Parkside
Regina, SK
This is a long-term care facility that employs a multidisciplinary team who provide resident centered
standardized care.

“Fieldwork gave me the opportunity to acquire extensive knowledge

through having hands on experience, resulting in the confidence I need
to move forward with my career. I was able to build relationships with

Alexandra Petrovitch
BKIN, Gerontology

the residents, develop and implement recreation programs, and create an
exercise progress note template to track daily therapy results.”
-Alexandra Petrovitch
7
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Brittany Nabholz

CDI Injury Recovery Centre

BKIN, Human Kinetics

Moosomin, SK

CDI injury Recovery Centre is an athletic therapy clinic focused on
helping any age of individuals return to their normal activities whether
that be work, sport or play. This clinic provides therapy services
including assessment, treatment and exercise programs.
As a fieldwork student at CDI, my role was assistant athletic therapist. I
provided therapy services including taking client history, assessing range
of motion and strength, massaging, using electrical modalities and
reviewing/assessing exercise programs. –Brittany Nabholz

Abbie J. Lane Hospital
Nova Scotia Health Authority, Halifax, NS
Home away from home, since the start of internship Abbie J. Lane has been nothing but warm,
welcoming, and an excellent tool to enhance learning. There has been nothing but respect from the
agency towards patients, staff, and other interns regardless of the occupation or role they take on.
Within the Recreation Therapy department the aim is to enhance leisure participation and give
interns the tools they need to learn about acute care in mental health to feel confident about starting
their careers as Recreation Therapists.
Working as a team is the most important thing a student learns with NSHA, everyone helps each
other, and works with the patients’ best interest in mind. The role of the student starts as an assistant
to the CTRS to learn how assessments work and try them in a safe environment, experience outings,
and programs. After the midterm evaluation students move to becoming independent and running
screens and programs. Ideas are always welcome for special projects, different programs, and
working individually with patients.
“This experience has been stressful, rewarding, and the best way to learn how to work within an acute
care mental health unit. It has reinforced the importance of leisure and recreation within a health care
environment. It is also something that I believe needs to move forward within Saskatchewan health
care” -Amanda Federink

Amanda Federink

BSRS, Therapeutic Recreation
Amanda had the opportunity co-author an article
in the NSHA Mental Health and Addictions
Newsletter: “Our Voice”, in July 2016, Volume 4,
Issue 7, Page 4. The article was titled It is not just
bears who have consistent outcomes in the woods.

www.cdha.nshealth.ca/mental-healthand-addictions-program
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Aarti Goyal, BKIN, Human Kinetics

Stapleford Health and Rehab
Regina, SK

Stapleford Health and Rehab is a multidisciplinary
agency that includes Chiropractors, Physiotherapists,
Massage Therapists, and Exercise Therapists. They
provide rehabilitation solutions that meet the unique
needs of clients by empowering them to person
success and evolution.
“Although there are many treatment

City of Regina, Human Resources

alternatives for injuries, being able to exercise in

Regina, SK

order to provide rehabilitation for that injury
site is the key for recovery.”

-Aarti Goyal

Carly Hozjan, BKIN, Human Kinetics
“Students are given the opportunity to shadow HR employees and learn
return to work programs, medical leaves of absence, reasonable suspicion
guidelines, and more.”

-Carly Hozjan

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Society of Canada
Medicine Hat, AB

Allysia Doratti, BKIN, Health Promotion
“I loved having an opportunity to create a better support
group for the clients, as I knew there was something
lacking in the previous support groups.”

“I really enjoyed the satisfaction of having my skills in
program development and having a successful support
group for the clients.”

-Allysia Doratti

Neal Demmans Athletic Therapy
Saskatoon, SK
“While working with Neal, I learned new techniques
for assessing specific injuries as well as exercises to
use when rehabilitating certain joints.”

Dayna Brons, BKIN, Human Kinetics

-Dayna Brons
9
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Demi Benjoe, BHS – Health Studies

All Nations Hope Network

Regina, SK
“I want to continue working with the community of
North Central and empower the community while

working collaboratively with organizations such as All

Nations Hope, North Central Family Centre, and APSS.
I want to better the health of the community and

continue helping the people through promoting indigenous
health and researching to address the social issues that
are impacting the community. I want to find ways to

Kristy Moriarty
BHS – Health Studies

improve the quality of living for people. I just want to
make a difference.” -Demi Benjoe

RQHR’s health promotion department consists of a diverse group of
professionals from social workers to dental hygienists the team is
well versed in many areas. The picture is of a happiness flower that
was created by a kindergarten/ grade one split during one of the Fun
Friends sessions. This picture was chosen to represent my
experience at the agency because Fun Friends resiliency building
was the program I was highly involved in during my placement.

RQHR, Health Promotion
Regina, SK

“This placement allows you to dive into research and

programming that you are passionate about. With room to grow and
expand your social network I highly recommend RQHR’s health

promotion team as a placement for any hard working individual.”
– Kristy Moriarty

Trench Fitness, Regina, SK

Scotty Mills, BKIN – Human Kinetics
Trench Fitness is a training facility which offers many different
programs such as: personal and groups training, sports specific
training, nutrition consulting, and contest preparation packages.
Trench Fitness focuses on providing information and direct
training to allow their clients to reach their goals and have the
tools necessary to maintain their health and fitness goal for the
future. Trench’s philosophy is simplified to education in four
areas of healthy lifestyles; including Mindset and Motivation,
Nutrition, Training, and Lifestyle.

Trench Fitness has reassured me that my passion for fitness and health in combination with my passion
for helping people is going to be the platform for a job that I love. Helping people grow, be happier and

healthier is a privilege, and I am forever in debt in appreciation to anyone I was able to work with, talk to,
train with, or laugh with during my fieldwork with Trench Fitness. –Scotty Mills
10
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Vancouver Whitecaps FC
Vancouver , BC

Raul Garcia- BSRS, Sport Management
“Overall, the experience was extremely positive and
life changing as I learned a great deal about the
management of a professional team and how to

work in an effective and efficient manner. Working
for the Whitecaps was a dream come true and it

During my term with Vancouver
Whitecaps FC I split my time between the
Soccer Operations and Soccer
Development departments. In Soccer
Operations I helped with the relocation of
players, both incoming and exiting. As
well as sorting per diems for away
matches, booking hotels for new players
and creating welcome packages and
itineraries. In addition, I would often
watch games from field level as I served as
the Visiting Team and Referee Liaison for
several games. In Soccer Development I
helped plan youth camps across Canada
and was on-site at the camps that were
held in Vancouver and surrounding area.
In addition to these two departments I also
got the opportunity volunteer my time
with the Events Department on certain
game days.

far surpassed my expectations!”
-Raul Garcia

The Big Sky Centre for Learning and Being Astonished! Inc.

Regina, SK

At Being Astonished! we work in inclusive
community to address barriers facing young adults
with complex physical disAbilities (core members)
by creating opportunities for teaching and learning,
social, recreational and cultural engagement, and for
employment and housing.

Kevin Man Kit Ma
BKIN, Human Kinetics

“A large part of working with Astonished! is opening up our lives to everyone by

communicating with the student researchers who may be upset or frustrated by their
lives. I have been applying my interpersonal skills to help the student researchers

increase their confidence in themselves and solve their own problems.” –Kevin Ma
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CBI Health Centre
Moose Jaw, SK
CBI provides services to worker’s compensation board (WCB)
clients, SGI clients as well as private paying clients. The services
located at this clinic include: physiotherapy, exercise therapy,
occupational therapy, behavioural therapy, health and safety
counselling, acupuncture, custom orthotics/bracing and splinting and
return to work planning. Clients are placed in programs depending
on their injury and with regards to the soft tissue model. These
programs are primary, secondary or tertiary and will decide how
long and how frequent the client needs to be in the gym.

Danielle Gallant
BKIN, Human Kinetics

“My fieldw o rk experien ce at CB I H ealth Cen tre h as been benefi cia l i n so man y w ay s. I hav e
ga in ed a n immen se a mou n t o f kn ow ledg e an d co nf iden ce in a reha bilita tio n settin g an d hav e
mad e man y st ro n g rela tion sh ip s w ith sta ff a nd c lien ts. Stri ve f or pro gress, no t p erfecti on , as
an i nju ry do es n o t hea l o ver ni ght. O ur cli en ts hav e u ps an d do wn s, bu t w e c on tin u e to
mot iva te them to reach th ei r go als an d su pp ort them throu gh their jou rney a t C B I H ea lth
Cen tre.”

-Danielle Gallant

Royal Canadian Mounted Police Depot
Elisabeth Fortier
BKIN, Health Promotion

Fitness Unit, Regina, SK
The RCMP Depot in Regina is the national training center for
Canada’s police force. The Tactical Strength and Conditioning Unit
develops cadets through weight training, anaerobic, aerobic and
cardio-vascular abilities through a variety of methods like circuit and
interval training. This agency has for goal to enable cadets with the
physical and mental readiness required in police duties while being
committing to a healthy lifestyle.

“My fieldwork at the RCMP ‘Depot’ gave me the opportunity to train Canada’s future police force at the National

Training Centre in Regina. I learned from lead Certified Exercise Physiologists and Tactical Strength &
Conditioning Specialists. This experience matched my learning o bjectiv es and ca reer g oals to help individuals
adopt and maintain healthy lifestyles. Leading by example, I assisted and taught classes that have had an impac t
on an elite group of cadets who strive to become leaders in fitness and policing to serve and protect Canada.”

– Elisabeth Fortier

